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OUTSIDE NOW!
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Hinckley Mountaineering Club
affiliated to the British Mountaineering Council

1980-2016       36 years of HMC

16 Mar                  Pub Walk.  The first of our regular Wed evening walks, this one from (starting a bit earlier at 5.30?pm for a few weeks until we change 
the clocks) start at The George & Dragon, Stoke Golding.  Next one – see Forum for details.
18/19 Mar           Lake District weekend at Stair – it may be full, but we do have a reserved list.
As usual, we’re at the Plough Inn every Thursday from 9pm.
Note: Annual subscriptions are now due, and need to be with the BMC in March for insurance purposes. See Jane, Nat etc.

The official Press Release form Scottish Police and Lochaber MR 
issued on Feb 27th

A large search today involving rescue teams from Cairngorm, 
Dundonnell, Oban, Skye, Sarda South and Lochaber. Unfortunately 
still no sign of Rachel and Tim.

A lot of time spent searching and probing avalanche debris in various 
locations. Cairngorm had a metal detector. Some of the team climbed 
Tower Ridge and looked into top of some of climbs on East Flank. 
The three SARDA dogs covered a lot of ground and supported teams 
when probing to see if any scent was released.

Ben Nevis stunning today with lots of climber with most of the classic 
routes getting a lot of traffic.

Rachel's family have been overwhelmed by the response and the 
kind thoughts posted from all over the world and are very grateful. 
They were able to see the effort going into search first hand.

I am sure that the thoughts and prayers of all of us are 
with all of those in the dreadful incident on the Ben.You 
will know that I have been contacted by various members 
of the media. It was agreed that I would be the single 
contact point for the media, and I would like to thank club 
members and ex-members for respecting this decision 
and who have assisted me in this task.
 We know Tim as an exceptionally talented mountaineer 
and a thoroughly decent man. A privilege to have him in 
the Club and to share the hill with him. The man you want 
on the end of your rope.                                                                        
Dave G President of HMC

Tim Newton

A message to  HMC from Donald Paterson of the Lochaber Mountain 
Rescue Team. Mar 4th
I'm sure you can imagine things have been incredibly busy over the last few 
weeks and all the press interest has only increased this.
I'm afraid I can't give you any more info than is already out there as there 
simply isn't any!
In terms of the search for Tim and Rachel, this has been scaled down now . 
Realistically we need to wait till the snow recedes , and being Scotland this 
could be next week or this could be June.

Club to donate £500 to Lochaber Mountain Rescue. Committee decision of March 4

Tim, the first winner of the Don Ward Axe.

pictures from the rescue teams as they search the Ben 
showing the scale of the operation, a team are tiny dots  
in the middle of the picture below
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Beddgelert  & Beyond – Dec 2015

The weather forecast was terrible. Not just rain, but 
torrential rain. But that wasn’t going to put us off, 
after all we’d - been waiting to go to this “new”hut for 
two years. Jane, Sue & I left Hinckley with just a few 
clouds on the horizon, but they could be wrong. By 
the time we got to Shrewsbury, we knew they were 
right. It was official - Sally Traffic said “St Swithens 
Day had officially been changed from July to 
December” and we were in for it!
We arrived at the Tanronnen Inn for a few bevvies, 
just hoping that by morning, all would be well.  Next 
day it was slashing it down, so we opted for a car tour 
and a gearshop traverse. The manager at Pinnacle 
Sports in Capel said it hadn’t stopped raining for a 
month- “you need Goretex -Never mind cats and 
dogs, it was raining chickens and ducks yesterday. 
Fowl weather”. We tanked up with tea and a bacon 

butty and went on 
to Betsw y Coed. 
Then Bleaneu 
Ffestiniog, 
followed by 
Portmadoc, 
Tremadoc and 
into the Pass of 
Aberglaslyn – 
brilliantly wet, all 
the way.
It was here, in 
1965, that I first 
came to Wales – 
Aberglaslyn Hall 
for a week’s 
activity and 
respite from 
school life. Little 
did I know that 
this week would 
be a life-changer, 

or at least – forge one of the paths that I continue to 
follow to this day. It was my first trip to any 
mountains, and my very first hill was to be Mynnd 
Mawr  - 2290ft (aka Elephant Mountain) – and 
even now, whenever I go up it, it takes me back 
to 1965 when we were taken to the start of the 
walk at Rhyd Ddu in an open top Landrover, 

stinking of diesel fumes, complete with our orange 
smock anoraks and oversize boots, like being on an 
expedition somewhere. I loved that week, and every 
activity in it, especially map-reading (ha ha!). I was 12 
and still have the postcard I’d sent to Mum & Dad, 
complete with X marks the room! If you’ve ever 
wondered why I always book huts in this gorgeous 
valley every year - now you know why. Leicestershire 
County Council are currently flogging Aberglaslyn 
Hall – short sighted tossers. If I had the half a million 
quid they’re short of, I’d buy it and run it for the 
benefit of all spotty oiks in Leicestershire.  Leics CC 
obviously have no idea what “doing the right thing” 
should be. (Cont next page)

No camping here

Nant Gwynant road
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Saturday night fever in the hut – and Ted does one of 
his infamous curries, whilst Carol & Bev produced 
several cakes, pies and cookies – scrummy. No way is 
anyone going to leave with this fayre and in this rain. 
It was happy hour in the hut and the beer and wine 
flowed. Eventually, boredom crept in and Ted 
decided we should take it turns to do an erotic 
reading from the good book…aka …the Screwfix 
catalogue. (Every hut should have one) .. “Pg 203” he 
said sexily (his words) “ Plain Ring Knocker (Solid 
Brass) and Round Centre Knob (Solid Brass)”… Dave 
Dean then took up the mantle: “Pg61 – Split Ring 
Washers” which caused a stir, so I read “Pg 479 – 
Boss Pipe/Short Boss Pipe/Strap Boss” – who knows 
what they were used for, something in 50 Sheds of 
Grey I suspect. We certainly know how to have a good 

time in HMC and eventually, we all lost 
consciousness.
We awoke on Sunday to the sound of pouring rain. 
Phil had escaped during the night and gone to 
Oldham. Dave drove up the valley to check out the 
route – a couple of cars abandoned, rivers swollen, 
sheep trembling, but we were lucky –  unlike those 
poor folk in The Lakes. There was only one thing for 
it – sod off home. 
So there you have it. 350mls; £40 of fuel, 1 pub 
grub, 1 curry, 1 gallon of beer and we only got wet 
between the doors! 
Ed

Beddgelert  & Beyond – Dec 2015 (cont)

January HMC Sunday Walk?????
Had a great day up at Chatsworth yesterday, although 
for reasons not known Carol and I were all alone. Lots 
of other rambling groups out taking advantage of the 
warm although slightly damp weather. Managed a 10 mile 
stroll along the river and then up the hills behind 
Beeley before descending to walk through Chatsworth 
Park. Had tea and cakes with the Duke and Duchess 
before continuing to Baslow for an ice cream. Returned 
through the park back to the car.
Dinner on the way back at the Cock at Sibson, Rabbit 
stew for me and several jars of real ale. A perfect 
day.

Selfie time
Harry, Bruce and Claire.  Ski trip. Brides le Bains, 
France

Thurs 25th
Martin Wells, from Stoney Stanton,  came down to the club and gave a 
talk of his experience of his ascent of Aconcagua (Argentina) - the 
highest mountain outside of Asia, at 6,961 metres, 22,838ft, and by 
extension the highest point in both the Western Hemisphere and the 
Southern Hemisphere. 
About 25 turned up to hear what was was an interesting talk and Martin 
was happy to answer questions at the end.
A few years ago Martin gave a similar talk after he had climbed 20,310 
ft Denali, known to the oldies as Mt McKinley in Alaska.

Harry and Bev make it through the floods to Pen y Gwryd 
Hotel from Beddgelert

Curry Time
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Steaming in the Forest of Dean – 
Jan 2016

It was the first meet of the year and I don’t know what possessed me to book a hut in a forest - this is a 
mountaineering club after all. And I hate walking in forests. (But there is some good mountain-biking). Upon 
arrival at the bunkhouse, Brian G was waiting to pounce on me “it’s f….g freezing, Geoff n Kate have booked 
into the 4*hotel next door, Room 5” he said.  Brian K was also in turmoil about which hat to wear, but Ray 
wasn’t – he was already steaming!  This was obviously a bit delicate, so I sent a Text through to the late leavers 
from Hinckley to bring some extra heaters. The hotel staff also fetched over a stack of oil filled radiators to 
supplement the failing heating system. Eventually, and very slowly, the place (a former slaughter house) 
started to warm up. Oh, the joys of being hut secretary.

We dined on ready meals and chips, before skulking off to a 
warm hotel bar. What luck, Room 5 had got a tab – we drank 
heartily, knowing full well that 4*Geoff was paying.

Saturday we awoke to minus five and a good frost – but by 
now, it was warm in the hut. The Ancient Mariner (Trowie) 
led a group in to the woods, off to find some lake. Six hardy 
bikers also set off into the woods, whilst our group opted for 
a walk (out of the woods) from Newnham on Severn, an 
ancient shipping port where Henry II set off in 1171 to 
invade Ireland with 40 ships – (that must have looked 

impressive on the river), anyway, it turned 
out rather well, King H teaming up with one 
Father Jack: “drink, feck, arse, girls “etc - 
just what a marauding Plantagenet required.                                                                                      
I digress. The walk was really good, lots of 
historical interest in Newnham followed 
later by some great views back towards the 
river, but no sign of the Severn Bore until we 
reached the summit ridge, where we caught 
up with him. There followed a little bit of 
forest, and then a nature reserve to finish 
where we spotted Kingfishers, Heron and 
loads of other pond life, but alas, no boars!

Arriving back at the hut, we joined the mountain-bikers in ceremonial hosing down of the bikes and our 
muddy boots.  Lee, Dave and Chris had been single-tracking, and bog snorkelling – “thoroughly enjoyed it” 
said Chris. As did Karen & Carolyn who said they too had also had a great day, “especially enjoyed the last bit, 
with the cobblestones”  

Ed, aka “The Fat Controller” plays at signalman.
The Forest of Dean hut on the left, quite a hike to the pub on the right. Not so long 
ago a train track ran in front of the buildings, where the bikers and car are. The hut 
used to be a slaughter house. Now it is filled with railway memorabilia.

Sue tries to stop runaway tractor 

cont next page
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Can’t understand why I missed it, but right behind the bunkhouse was the Dean Forest Railway – “wahey, our 
very own train-set”. Myself and Dave Dean, 
(whom the railway was named after,) shot over 
to investigate the station. We got chatting to 
some volunteers who invited us in to their signal 
box (boys and toys).  They even let me change 
the points for the 5.15 Flying Scotsman, 
steaming en route to Platform 9¾.

We’d booked a table for the evening and 
enjoyed some excellent food before retiring to 

the log fire in the bar.  “4*Geoff ” eventually lowered himself 
and came out of his suite. If only he knew. 

Sunday and – surprise surprise – drizzle.  For a treat, 4* Geoff 
took Kate below decks on the Steamship SS Great Britain 
(apparently, she was powered by two inclined 2 cylinder 
engines of the direct-acting type, with twin 88in bore, 6-foot 
stroke cylinders!);  (NOTE from Editor, who! was powered by 
the two inclined etc,etc, etc, Kate or the SS Great Britain?)

 Lee, Dave and Chris shot off to do some more biking in the 
Cotswolds; Ted, Carol, Phil and Brian K went off to do the 
Malvern’s, and The Saga Louts returned early. The Stanton 
Seven did a walk from the pretty little village of Newland, 
and here, dating from the middle ages, is the magnificent 
"Cathedral of the Forest", (13th century). It was open, so 
we went in – magnificent. The main part of the village is 
grouped around this church and its churchyard, which is 
overlooked by The Ostrich Inn, and where we finished off 

an excellent walk with a beer in front of a roaring log fire - perfect weekend. Ed

Notes from the Forum re Forest of Dean Meet

from Barra. Great hut meet; glad to be a part of it. The biking route in the Cotswolds today was fab; if a little 
muddy. The post ride pub fare was par excellence... All in a cracking weekend. I'm sure I speak for both Chris 
and Dave when I say we've thoroughly tested our legs this weekend! :)

from Phil Mills,  brian and me resorted to gps at one time. on saturday, getting 33 miles into my (cycling) legs 
was good as i try to get some fitness back after a few months away from outdoor exercise. friday was deja-view-
january as brian and me were on the black mountains in the snow. not quite as deep as 2015 but good fun 
for'a'that. couldn't find any black ice to test though!!

from Ted, Sunday. Carol and I took a stroll across the Malvern Hills. It was so claggy that I needed to use my 
compass to find the track going north.

Brian finally finds his true calling.

Not only boars are to be found in the Forest of Dean, but also a wild Gruffalo, 
(middle)  who stayed still long enough for a photo with Geoff and Ian.
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Ffestiniog Hut Meet Feb
Foel Penolau 2014ft 614m.  9 miles

Pete H, Dave D, Ted, Cookie and Bruce 

It rained all the previous day, it rained all night and it 
was still raining in the morning. Time to go rambling.
Pete H came up with the nearby Nuclear Option by
parking in Trawsfynydd, a place I had bypassed for the 
past 40 years. We headed towards LLyn Trawsfynydd 
which was crossed by the longest footbridge to be 
found in the world!
The route continued along narrow lanes until finally 
the path up the hill was found……path?..it was a 
torrent of water, by dodging in and out of the fields 
either side we reached the open hillside.

The path, faint as it was, was is the main crossing of the 
northern Rhinogs, eventually meeting up with the coast 
road. Its age is marked on the map by the hut circles and 
homesteads it passes.
We saw none of these through the driving rain and pressed 
on up the hill with Pete doing some excellent navigation,  we 
left the path near Cwm Moch, the watershed.
From here it was into a strong wind, with lots of mini 
scrambling up over and down small crags. And if it wasn't 
rock it was bog underfoot.
Finally reaching the summit plateau where the full force of a 
south westerly gale greeted this plucky party. At the summit 

cairn the decision was made to miss out on Moel 
Ysgyfarnogod a few hundred yards away and retreat out of 
the wind by taking a direct line down towards a track 
marked on the map.
Surprisingly this was quite easy, the steep wet grassy slope 
was negotiated relatively quickly apart from the wall! and we 
were soon on a marked track. A mile long boggy, 
occasionally disappearing track but none the less a track 
which led downwards to a narrow road. And now with the 
rain and the wind behind us a couple of miles of road 
walking brought us back to Llyn Trawsfynydd, the footbridge 
over the lake and car park.

Note, new member Bruce had his first taste of an HMC 
weekend, I'm sure he is looking forward to many more wet 
weekends.  Ted

While some were getting 
drenched on the hill, HMC’s 
Catering Corps took time out 
from the kitchen for a quick 
round of golf behind the hut. 
Yes, this is a golf course or 
was a couple of years ago.
Seems to me that they have 
all forgotten their golf sticks.
The four course meal later, 
after tee, was of course up 
their excellent standard. The 
first course being naturally 
the golf course. Pic by Ed

Somewhere near the summit

The longest footbridge ever?
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 Junior notes   
  Snowdon by Bethany

When we went up Snowdon we walked up a small path to the start of the mountain.  The path grew wide and steep and all of a 
sudden rocks appeared, we clamboured through a rocky maze to a dry path. We carried on walking up to the top stopping for 
snacks and water.
The path led up to some steep rocky steps, we could see the top, we were almost there. 
WE were finally there and saw a place to eat in a vast black cabin with a cafe and tables where we had lunch.
Finished by going down the same rocky path with the wind blowing in all directions. We got down to the bottom, an adventure on 
this vast block of rock.My trip up Snowdon

Snowdon by Megan 11

My first glimpse of Snowdon was way beyond what i thought of it.
Instead of a nice steep path to the top it showed me steep paths, curly paths and rocky lanes.
Whilst putting on my boots, thoughts rushed through my 
mind of how many scrambles and steep turns I would 
have to take.
Once we passed the gate that led us to the mountain I 
knew the only way was up.
The first few steps were hard, for I hadn't walked for a 
while.  After a few minutes I got used to it and settled 
down and strode along with ease.  The next thing that 
face me was the endless maze of growing bushes.  After 
a while I got bored but knew this was only the start.  
Once again we passed another old rusty gate that led us 
to a dry plateau.
This was a nice break to take for I started to see the 
steepness of the rocky mountain.  We stopped for a few 
minutes to catch our breath and have a quick drink and then off we went again.  
Now it was getting steeper however I didn't know what was near the top. 
The sound of pearl grey slate clanged beneath our feet until we entered a scramble area.  In the misty distance we saw runners 
coming, we moved out of their way and carried on.
On the way to the top, paths got steeper and harder with many breaks, groans and "are we nearly there yet?. When I thought we 
were at the top I was told that there was more to come.  I was beginning to ache. Right before the top there was a stairway, I would 
have preferred a footpath. When we eventually got to the top I nearly fell over with tiredness in the strong wind.
We entered a small hut that you had to squeeze round, here we had our lunch and break.
Time now to go back down.  My knees killed with all the bending but eventually got to the road.
That was something I won't forget in a rush.
   

Megan crosses stream on Christmas Pud walk

Thirty odd (odd!) members joined in the 
annual Christmas Pud Walk at Cannock 
Chase to work off excess turkey and mince 
pies. As Trowie took a back seat looking 
after the pub for our return, his admirable 
deputy Stuart led the stroll on a four mile or 
so route across the Chase, meeting en route 
the Chase  Search and Rescue Team and 
many other groups taking advantage of a dry 
and often  sunny day.
The start and finish was at the Barley Mow, 
Milford where an excellent lunch was taken.

Bethany and Megan took mum and dad Ewan and Vicky for a walk up Snowdon.
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                                        Over the Garden Wall
                                                         from the Gutter Press 

Ted reduced to reading the Guardian at 
the Beddgelert hut,  partial funded by 
Red Rope, “The Socialist Walking and 
Climbing Club”.

Oh dear what can the matter 
be, 
Trowie and Ted locked in a 
dormitory,
They could have been there 
all day on Saturday, 
But Trowie picked the lock 
and they both got away.

Faulty lock on room at 
Forest of Dean

Walking in the Tanat Valley, Wales.

A variation of the slog up the A5 to Snowdonia if going to 
the west, to Pistyll Rhaeadr waterfall, Festiniog, Bethgelert, 
etc is to turn off the A5 and take the cross country route 
going through Knockin (don’t forget to visit the Knockin 
Shop...yes it does exist) and across the Berwyns. 

This brings you to the delightful Tanat Valley and the 
village of Llangynog. Here are a couple of pubs a free car 
park and toilets (free but donations asked for as they are 
maintained by the village). Close by is a downhill mountain 
bike course where a landrover tows a trailer full of bikes 
and riders to the top of the hill and then they bike down!
From the village there are many walks, most signposted 
and there is a map in the shelter at the car park. One route 
goes across the Berwyns to the waterfall at Pistyll Rhaeadr, 
this was used by Pete and Brian K on the way to the 
Presidents Meet. 

On the same day Carol and I parked up a mile or so 
beyond Llangynog at Milltir Gerg at 486m 1594ft, the 
mountain pass crossing the Berwyns 

and slogged through the heather to the summit of Foel 
Cwm Sian Llwyd (648m) a Nuttall. 

Llangynog lies under the immense bulk of Craig Rhiwarth,
1700ft, site of former quarries and old hill forts. Stopping 
on our way to the wet weekend in Bethgelert in December, 
we made this a Friday afternoon circular walk to the top, it 
was raining but nothing like the weather we had for the 
rest of the weekend. A pleasant but damp afternoon.

My next visit was with Pete H en route to the Festiniog 
meet. Taking the road west,along Cwm Pennant, three 
miles of level(ish) road walking brought us to the end of 
the road and the settlement of Pennant Melangell. This is 
part of the Pererindod Melangell Walk, a fifteen mile hike 
between the Vynwy and Tanat Valleys, but we avoided this 
linear walk by heading north uphill onto the Berwyns and 
after two miles or so crossed over the top of Cwm Rhiwarth 
and its spectacular waterfalls. A steep descent now until 
we reached the long flat(ish) road back to the village. 
Another nice afternoon walk.
Ted

Chilly HMC’ers will be a fan of a committee decision to purchase a couple of fan heaters to take on club meets  
following several cold and dampish winter venues. One whose drying room left kit damper in the morning than 
when it was put in! It must be said that one or two at the committee meeting were somewhat sceptic, believing 
in long johns, string vests and down jackets....but there you are.
Jeff and Caitling of Leicestershire were all in favour “We don’t really like staying in 4 star hotels next to the 
bunkhouse,, would much prefer the hustle and bustle of crowding around the kitchen stove just to keep 
warm.... Young Jayne also of Leicestershire said “It weren’t me!”

Bakewell Walk  March 5

No comments please about Bakewell Tarts, but nine of us, 
were led off in to the Dales by Ed on the first Weekend walk 
of the season.  And finally as Spring started we had a walk  
in some snow. Leaving busy Bakewell  in the sunshine a 
steep ascent up the road past the church led us into open 
countryside, still very wet,greasy and slippy. As usual in 
the Dales it was up and down, eventually reaching the snow 
line. Not much of it but it made a change from a winter of wet weather. A stop 
for a nibble or two at Sheldon, ,by the Cock and Pullett pub, (again a plea for  no 
comments about Bakewell tarts) and it was down and then up  through deep 

mud in farmyards, before the meadows of the Wye Valley and a steady uphill pull to 
the pub at Monsal Head. After more nibbles, pots of tea and beer, a descent to the viaduct was made and then through the 
Headstone tunnel on The Monsal Trail and a level  three mile walk back to Bakewell in bright sunshin,  enlivened for some 
by meeting up with three very attractive  young french girls. ooh la la. 12 miles
Ed,, Sue, Ian, Nettie, Cookie, Brian G, Ted, Carol and Lawrence.
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Meets         Email: inedwards@hotmail.com     Tel: 01455 274174
March 18   Stair
April 8   Stoney Middleton
May 6  Capel Curig
May 27  Tremadog
June 5  Torridon
July 1  Black Sail
July 23  Dolomites
Aug 26  Stanage
Sept 2  Coniston
Oct 7  Edale Presidents meet
Nov 11  Trecastle
Dec 2  Ingleton  

Hinckley Mountaineering Club
Affiliated to the British Mountaineering Council

Holywell Inn
London Road

Hinckley

Every Thursday 9.00pm

hinckleymountaineering@hotmail.com
www.hinckleymc.org

Go to the web site to check the Forum

OUTSIDENOW! contributions to
tedcotttrell@mac.com

Update on the HMC climbing section.
 
Last year it became apparent that our climbing section was 
struggling, and in a bid to reverse the trend, I instigated a meeting 
to formulate a few measures that I hoped would improve our profile.
 
It was agreed at the meeting last May that a regular climbing trip 
where you could meet fellow climbers on a “regular basis” would be 
good, and to have some “organised trips” to the local walls, maybe 
to the Peak. Despite our initial success with “First Tuesday”, a 
couple of trips to Loughborough wall, and some encouraging 
enquiries from both our Meetup site and our own websites, there is 
still a lack of participation. Some have put it down to the weather, 
traffic hold-ups, wrong night, wrong venue etc.
 
Last week I had an interesting conversation with Gavin, when he 
said that, although he liked our club, and the people in it were a 
good bunch, there just weren’t enough climbers and that both he 
and Arran were considering joining Bowline Climbing Club (the clue 
is in the name). This was disappointing, (especially as I know we do 
still have some good climbers) but I can understand their 
frustration. I have had quite a few enquiries from new climbers, but 
nothing has materialised. (Am I missing something?).
 
Reluctantly, I have decided to step back from any further 
involvement here, but the club will of course still encourage 
climbers to come along 

and join in our activities. Thanks to the committee for backing me. 
As with all clubs - 
members need to participate – otherwise, what’s the point?
 
Virtual Climbing Club?
Someone also pointed out that most climbers tend to organise 
themselves via social media these days and a lot of clubs 
(according to the BMC) are struggling to retain members. If the 
HMC website and Facebook page just happens to be the vehicle 
that helps climbers organise their activities, let’s embrace it… and 
maybe the knock on effect will be an increase in both membership, 
and activity.
 
Finally, “First Tuesday” will appear on our Facebook page, Forum & 
Meetup site for the last time this weekend. (The Meetup site will 
continue until May when our subscription expires). I will of course 
steer any new climbers to our own website and Facebook page for 
them to them to try and hook up, but for now, I will be 
concentrating on meets only.

All comments or ideas for the committee to consider - good or bad 
- gratefully received. Thanks to you all, especially those that have, 
and continue to, support us. We have a great club, which is 
evolving all the time. You’ve only to come down on a Thursday or 
go on a hut meet to see that the club is flourishing. All we have to 
do is look after it.
Over to you.
 
Ed  (This article dated first week of Feb)

CHAIRMAN’S NOTES
A somewhat belated welcome to 
2016. I would like to start with a thank 
you on behalf of the club to two 
members. One to John Trow for 
organising the Pudding walk at the 
end of December and Stewart  for 
leading it on the day as John was 
unable to due to his health at the time. 
A pleasant walk was had by those 
attending and one very junior 
attendee did manage to get covered 
in mud. I am pleased to say that John 
has since made a full recovery. Now 
that we are into March, club activities 

are starting to ramp up with weekend 
day walks, the soon to start Wednesday wobbles and the highly  
popular, well attended hut meets. With two of the latter already 
behind us and a great set of venues yet to go (thanks to good 
forward planning by Ed) the year looks to be another successful 
one on the hut meet front. The weather so far has been 
somewhat disappointing but hasn't prevented a hardened 
number getting up on the hills or out on their bikes. On the 
climbing front, meet ups at local walls during the winter months 
has been attended by a good nucleus of members and the 
initiative to try and grow this section of the club is showing 
some promise. However, many clubs, not just HMC, are 

struggling to attract climbers and as a club we have to accept 
that currently this section of the club may not be as prominent 
as it once was. 
Although smaller in number than last year, a small contingent of 
the club have managed to get a ski trip in. The 'Thifty Three' 
look to have and a superb time and I look forward to reading a 
write up from them in due course on their adventure. Thanks to 
Bruce, trip photos and the saga of Harry's gloves have been 
great to see. Also, the high level of club activity since last year's  
Presidents meet has already yielded a number of possible Tat 
awards, suitably documented for consideration later in the year. 
Any contributions of mishaps, cringeworthy mistakes or 
downright stupidity by those who should know better are 
welcomed as we move through the year. Anything you feel I 
may miss as the year progresses can be relayed to me as any of 
you see fit, all in the strictest of confidence! 
As well as all the positive aspects that HMC members feel they 
get in getting out and enjoying the challenges of 
mountaineering, there is a very stark reminder that the activities 
we undertake are not without risk. A former recent club member 
and his partner are still missing, having gone climbing on The 
Ben. Club President, Dave Gair, will have written about this 
elsewhere in this edition of the club newsletter. What I would 
add is that part of the attraction of what we do is that element 
of pitching ourselves, at times, against the forces of nature. Be 
safe out there, let others know your intentions for the day and 
enjoy.
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